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Inde pendent Long ley
Wins Unexpected Victo ry

If you were one of the many who felt safely reassured
by Maine Tim es' editor John Cole's confident editorial claim of Novem ber 1st that the Independents
did not have a chance, tha t indeed George Mitchell
would be elected , you woke up to a rude shock
Wednesday m orning. In the midst of m etropolitan Waterville , one of M aine 's two strong Democratic cities (along with Lewiston), and Mitchell's hom etown it was somewhat easier for
us to naively assume that Mitchell had it "all
wrapped up. " Many of us sat home before our
T.V. screens oblivious to the overwhelming inundation of paid political announcements for all the
Independent candidates (we watch their mouths
move but after the first three viewings we have
filtered out the sales pitch and by the fifteenth
appearance they become comic). Meanwhile ,
Jim Longley was out beating tf-e pavement and
perhaps still m ore' importantly, setting up cam p
in the midst of mill and factory and befriending
a great bulk of the population. He may have
re m ained in the background most of the time,
but he stepped forward decisively at the last minute to take a stand which M aine inhabitants
obviously saw as w ell-rooted. It might be indicative of the apolitica l tendencies of M aniacs
to elect an Ind ependent candidate , refusing to
endorse either political party or their political
games,
Was Longley _ platform set off from the already existing possibilities by any unique, definitive statements, or was it rat h er ne bish , un cxPlainably a separate ticket? In the era of Watergate
there is that undeniable tendency towards some
viable alternative to the two-party system.
Maine has definitely set a precedent for the
other forty-nine states, but was it truly pro-

viding a good example or was it merely a
timely accident? Was it bra ve of the lifelong Democrat to run independently or
was it a ploy to get voter attention?
Longley is a businessman, an insurance
executive, whose m ind works relentlessly
in terms of "economy and efficiency in
governm ent." His platform was based
entirely on cutting government spending by
streamlining operations, and therefore, avoid=
ing tax increases. Understandably, in a tim e
when m oney must be clenched tightly in the
fist in order to hang onto it for just a while, it
is clear that a large majority, scared by the m ere
fact of economic survival, will welcom e with open
arms a m an who prom ises no further tax
burdens, and who m akes saving money
sound so easy.
Longley, having been the Chairman of M aine
management and Cost Survey Commission, made his
first grea t savings for the state of Maine to the tune
of $23.5 million. Longley's language is that of a
salesman , As a consequence of his independent
status he actually had the chance to sell himself
to a vast audience.
There is already the fear that the state house of
representatives will be incooperative working under
an independent governor , an d t h us , legislation will
come to a stand-still. Hopefully , the new governor
will be successful with his plans to seek out individuals with diversified talents plus administrative
capabilit ies tb share the responsibility of guiding
Ma ine 's future. - It would be ideal if Longley could
actually perfect a state of economy and efficiency.
Th ese term s are te rn p t in g b ut w e must le aware
of their possible hollownwss. Catchy phrases m ay
frequently get a man elected , but a populous
which is so saturated with these verbal gimmicks
m ust beware the glaring superficiality.

George Mitchell has had too much experience
to be able to responsibly promise no further tax
hikes. For a man who was supposed to be running
"a campaign of no promises."...Longley certainly
has m ade one big one concerning predicted governin ent savings and a stabalized tax.
As for the goals which cannot be measured in
monetary or effiency terms, the quality of life
in the future of Maine, these must be foremost
considerations which underlie all major decisions.
From this biased layman s point of view it appeared that Mitchell possessed the truly openmind which recognizes both the need for imm ediate action against rampant poverty, as well as
preserving the invaluable natural resources of
Maine (haulting the plans for an oil refinery
and two m ore nuclear power plants, both of
which Erwin wanted to sec actualized).
However, the greatest faux-pas of both Mitchell
and Erwin was in running such low-key, non-issued
cam paigns, Granted , there were issues and very
basis disagreements between the two., but the issues
did not maketfhem selves heard and the differing
opinions were not obvious enough. Thus, a fairly
middle of the road , politically undistinguished
businessman stepped quietly out from the wings
and with one blatant point of em phasis reassured
a m ajority of his potential to relieve their aches and
pains. John Coles, was proved grossly m istaken in
regards to his accusation that "a vote for any independent is wasted. " Those wasted votes added up
and whether or not they backed the enlightened*,
man of the hour was, not the primary concern on
Tuesday. The fact that Longley is not a politician
is in m any w ays refreshing and encouraging and
hints at a dedication which m ight be even deeper.
Hopefully Longley will come to realize the complexity of the problems facing M aine, the conf licting
interests and the ambiguity of the solution.

TO THE EDITORS :
A liberal Arts collage should provide true intellectual
freedom . It is not the place of the faculty or administration to set up arbitrary standards and force students to
live up. to them. Colby student s are mature adults, abl e
to decid e what is best for their education and future
lives, and should be treated as such.
I believe Colby is in need of extensive reform in their
educational policies. Distribution requirements should
be eliminated. If they are truly useful .guidelines, they
will be adopted by students independently . This may
also have the (desirable) effect of cutting department s
in which there is no student interest and expandingthose
in which there are. The 120 credit hour requirement
should be banned- this will leave students free to pursue
what is in their best interest. If taking.15-18 credits a
sem ester is included they will electto <*>o that. The grading syster should be revised to an optional one. This
allows students for whom it is usefu l to be graded -1 plan
to attend graduate school so grades have been necessary
The controversy over the 120 credit hour requirement has begun again. It com es this tim e backed i for me at Colby.
For many people gra des serve no f uncby strong reasoning, student support and perfect timing. Perfect timing because there is currently
* tion other* than to produce unnecessary
tension and a
X
under consideration a proposal which is the solution to this problem .
false
sense
of
motivation.
If
a
student
is
pursuing grades
+
Proentitled
Educational
section
I refer to page 9 of the CSFC report , recommendation 12 of the
instead of knowledge the tim e is wasted . I also believe
|[
gram and Resources:
.
Program
January
t that class attendance should be made entirely optional.
that
for
a
It is recom m ended
. 8 If the classes are informative they will be attended , and if
a student would receive three hours of credit
is doing a poor job attendance will reflect this.
; [ a professor
either under the criteria of 105 or flexible fifteen.
's should be available at. any time.; if a student wishes
Test
'
.
investigation
The imposition of 120 credit hours is restrictive at a time when demands for
' j to com plete his course work in the first (or last) month of
outside the academ ic framework are increasing each year. The need for increased career orientation , ,
; [: the semester that option should be open to him .
as well as the need for student participation in student affairs and the need for tim e to investigate
; | Robert Grasberger
independently and arbitrarily are serious concerns-which suffer at the, expense of this imposition .
;j
An, additional concern is the academ ic m ediocrity bred from too little tim e and too m uch .work,
TO THE EDITOR:
from the necessary pursuit of gut courses to augm ent a too-fuJl schedule and from the presence
\ f I would like to voice several criticisms on the present
*j
of uninterested people in too many courses.
-t 120 credit hoursystem. This is my third year here at
with
twelve
credit
hours
!
student
work
would
provide
the
The granting of credit hours for January
; |Colby, and I am finding it increasingly difficuly to carry
from an untapped source. It would also give some badly needed credibility to a sagging program
a five-subject load. Now that I am taking the upperwhich appears unsure whether to pursue a strictly academ ic format or relax entirely and leave Janu.- j | level courses required for mjm ajor department , I find that
ary pursuits up to the student and any advisor he can find. Working for credit during January whether ; [ •I have less and less time to spend on my other subjects.
graded or ungraded would encourage serious pursuit of the students' topic choices.
\ t I find myself selecting courses on the basis of what I will
W ith the solution at hand the problem becomes one of acceptance and implementaion, no sm all j [ have time for , rather than on the basis of what I am most
matter. If the mem bers of the Educational Program Task Force of the CSFC will , do what they can ; | interested .in. I feel that carrying a five-subject load pro; [ hibits me from adequately pursuing all of my courses.
the implementation will come about quickly. If students will continue to demonstrate their desire
!; There are several courses that I would like to spend more
for a decreased academ ic workload the implementation will com e about quickly. The ECHO
urges them to do so
i \ tim e on, but sim ply can't, because I have so m any other
DE
;[ things to concentrate on.

Making
Jan Plans
Worthwhile
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I have asked many of my classmates to come and discuss
how they feel about the 120 credit hour syster , and the
most frequent re ply I have gotten is, "I'd really like to ,
but I have too much studying to do." If Colby students
yoeoGOOoscooooosooosooooo oseosos *1 are kept so busy with the present credit hour ; sy stem that
they don 't even have time to discuss it , something ought
I believe that the students at Colby are
to be done. I urge all Colby students to consider how they
mature adults capable of making decisions
TO TH E EDITORS OF THE ECHO :
being affected by their five-subje ct load , and to express
are
on the basis of available information. I think
Fraught with intellectual disappointm ent and finding my
these
feelings on the referendum which will be held soon.
the administration should support educationa:
at
Colby,
my
stay
s
offended
during
sensibilitie
academic
Martha Seligman
policies that respect the student' s decisionI must appease myself in the form of writing this letter so
making capacity, The administration must
^Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Ui
as to air publicly my views. Colby, theoretically, is an inhave an educational ideology that dictates
§
_______ _
stitution of higher learning, not dedicated to continuing
Runnals Union
|
the presently instituted policies, (i.e.
Colby
Yet
it
is
today.
College
prevelent
in
our
society
|
the mediocrity
| f\ £_ ^
distribution requirem ents, grades, tests, etc).
V_
the very structure of the system, which Colby has institut/
B
L/
Waterville
Main
e
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|
The basis for the present policies should be
ed , which dam s up the possibility of intellectual pursuits
l_
04901
made known to the students. However, there
^
gushing forth from our ivy towers.
^^
¦
-¦1 Telephone 873-1131
are alternatives to the existing dictated policies.
|
extension 240
|
These also should be made known. The admini
With 120 credit hours a requirement , students find themstration and students should present the eduselves taking an average of five courses each semester.
|Founde d In 1877, the Colby Echo is pub- |
cational ideologies that are the basis for these
In so doing, they m ust pick and choose which courses
|lished weekly except during vacations and I
not to apply them selves in , which books not to read , etc.
alternatives.
|examina tion periods by the stude nts of Colby 1
I believe there are many reasons why a
Rather * than striving for excellence in our studies, we are
i College , and printed by the J ournal Publi- I
forced to maintain the mediocre middle ground. For
student should be exposed to a wide range
cations of Belfast , Maine.
1
of subject matter , However , I also believe
5000 dollars a year, one would think that weshould be able
Entere d as second class matter at the Post |
to be dedicated to strive for the highest standards. This
that the subject matter studied by a particular
O
ffice , Wa te rville , Main e. Accepted by 1
we can not do. We are having facts, figures, and fiction
student should be determined by personal
mailing
at a special rate of postage provided I
flung at us from all disciplines with no coherency and
motivations and not external force,
f or in Sect ion 1103 , Act of October 3 , 191 7 I
no time for us to intergrate all of this material. We have
The administration should try to affect these
a s amended , and au t horized on Dec ember 24, i
no time to reflect on what we've been force-fed in our
motivations instead of dictating policies that
1918.
I
classes. Rushing form exam to paper to the reserve desk ,
are inconsistent with existing motivations
All
opinions
expre
ssed
in
this
newspaper
not
1
day after day, with but a Vh day vacation in a twelve
of many students, If the administration is
§
direc
tly
attributed
or
identified
are
those
of
week first semester, students must fight for sanity, never
confident that the presently dictated policies
the Colby Echo.
1
mind grades.
are the best for the students , then they (sounds
§
The
Echo
assumes
no
responsibility
for
the
To any reasonable man or woman , a school such as
enemy-like doesn 't it) should also be confident
return or safekeeping of unsol icited manu- |
Colby would be an ideal place to achieve academic exthat the students, given the choice, will opt
scri pts or photographs.
cellence. Yet the mystical forces, which control our lives
for these very same policies.
|
on this hill, seem to believe in the necessity of barraging
For, aren 't mature individuals expected
Co-Editors
. Doug Endreson
i
students with ideas while giving them no time to assimilate
to choose alternatives that are seen (in the
Roger Hatch
these ideas. Therefore our education becom es a four year
long or short run) as the most beneficial to
McMone gal
Cornelia
cram course in force-feeding,
them? Would Colby, and other places, be
Design
Brad
Smith
better off if everyone made their own decisions
Unfortunately , there is but the slimm est of chances that
Bill Silverman
and took full responsibility for the conseour adm inistration would retroactively abolish the 120
quences? I believe they would . Many alternatives
credit hour requirement. We , the Colby students , mus t
Business
Bill Tuttle
face the fact of deciding which courses nof to apply ourselves should be made available to tho students;
Advertising
and
Ed Mitchell
in under the unrelenting pressure of an unmercifully long
all the information relevant to these alterCirculation
Scott Belanger
natives should be presented so that the stufirst semester,
Lynn Stuart
dents will be able to make their decisions
Strive for mediocrity-Excelsior never more.
Karen Santic '
Typists
intelligently and take responsibility for the
I
Sharon Younn
(expected) consequences of these decisions,
Zach W echsler
Neville Clynes
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TO THE EDITORS:
•f<Io*w that it is the time when m any departm ents are looking for people to fill academic positions for the upcoming
year, consideration should be given to hiring a person well
versed in some aspect of women's studies. Having a feminist on the faculty will truly help; to make Colby's
philosophy of a rounded liberal arts education m ore of
a reality. All the students would have m ore of an opportunity to take courses which would help put some aspect
of sex roles and how they affect us more into perspective.
The hiring of a feminist is a must qfr Colby.
The Peoples' Group
Dear Editors:

October 24 , 1974
To whom this may concern, •

The
Sensuous
College?

Through this letter, we're hoping that we can find a
friend to correspond with. W e are presently in an Ohio
prison, doing some rather hard time, as we receive no news
from the outsid e world.
If possible, could you put our request for a friend in your
cam pus paper. To have someone to relate to would surely
put more m eaning and sunshine into our days. Someone
Each of the past four springs at Colby has been
to share thoughts and ideas with. As it is, it 's kind of
marked by a curious rite-the appearance of pair^-of
lonely for us.
cardboard boxes at various points on cam pus. One
We sincerely hope we can find a friend- And we'll be box was invariably filled with Psychology Quesi|0nIt's about tim e that we ask ourselves the simple question -grateful for-any and all letters received.
aires and the other, slit at the top, was the recipient
Thank you for reading this short note for us. We trust for the completed questionnaire.
"W hy do I take 'gut ' courses?
|g
We take 'guts' because of the five course per semester load it has found the reader of this in good health and spirits.
What becom es of these? Four years of questionnaires, three psychology professors and one computer
and because our "flexible 15" is about as flexible as a
Sincerely
your's,
steel beam.
combined to produce two studies which deal with
student
behavior, student values and change. Lew
If you've been sober and/or straight for any amount of
Tom, Tim, and Greg
Lester, Paul Perez and Dprin Zohner presented ?An
time in the last couple of weeks, you'll know that people To tell you a little about ourselves,
we are:
Empirical Investigation of Value System s A mb|ig
are trying to change the system that creates the need for
College Students" to the Eastern Psychological Asso'guts' and results in a remarkably high electric bill for
Tom "Smith no. 137-754
ciation on May 3, 1973. The second study, authored
the cubes.
please
express
oppressive,
agree
that
120
is
indeed
brown
hair
blue
eyes
26,
6
ft.,
,
you
w/m,
by
Lester and Perez is in preparation for an April preIf
referendum.
Rem
emupcom
ing
voting
in
the
My interests are music, reading, traveling and life.
yourself by
sentation.
Intelligent and broad-m inded . (College grad)
ber : This referendum won 't mean much unless there is
widespread support and unless you bother to vote.
Greg Calvert no. 137-896
Steve Sharek '76
w/m , 22, brown hair, brown eyes.
Last Friday the Coffeehouse in Runnals Union
basement proudly presented its first Am ateur Night
of the year. While the presentations were slow getting started due to equipm ent difficulties under the
valiant efforts of P Spenser Aitel , once the show got
rolling it made for a rather entertaining evening. The
program consisted mainly of m usic in the folksy vein
and a lot of singing and guitar strumming. There was
a wide range of talent present. Som e of the individuals and groups were practised and accustom ed to
performing while others were j ust getting it together.
One of the highlights of the evening was a jug
band of about 12m embers playing together for the
first tim e on banjos , guitars, fiddl es, mandolins, a
jew harp , a washboard , a jug and wicked kazooo,
not to mention the vocals and humorous interludes.
Besides the m usic there was a juggling act and
a spontaneous variation on that ageless legend ,
"On the Way to Bigelow." Throughout the evening the performances were accompanie d by barks
and howls and growls an a band of dogs roam ed the
room .
It was pleasing to see the Coffeehouse so packed
for Amateur Night with the audience responding
enthusiastically and , when necessary, sympathetically. By the way, the food and hostesses were
sweet and neat. Hope the Coffeehouse has more of
you am ateurs up there soon.
Mary Whiting and Paul Fackler
To the students:
Those of you who subscribe to the Boston
Globe , (particularly those of you in Dana),
may wonder why you don 't receive the paper
everyday. The reason is very simple; your
fellow students regularly steal anywhere from
one to five (or more) papers from us. We
apologize for the inconvenien ce caused to
subscribers , however, you can imagine the
inconvenience caused to us having to decide
who not to give a paper to each day or having
to deal with the many complaints we get.
Please realize that it is difficult for us (six
of us) to stop these thefts, We are presently
pondering various solutions to the problem.
Perhaps some students don 't understand
or stop to think that each one who takes a
paper for him self deprives another student
of the paper he has paid for and has a right to
We believe however that most of the papers
missing are taken by students who know that
these papers are personal property, not giveaways. We're disappointed that these students
have such little consideration for their peers.
The paper is dirt cheap (8 cents a copy),
and in additio n is delivered to the subscriber 's
door each morning. If a student is so poor
that he cannot afford to pay for the paper ,
he can easily borrow a friend' s. The paper is
delivered to almost every floor of every dormitory. Therefore, we see n o reason or ex cuse
for any student to steal newspapers, and we
wish those who do would stop doing so.
Th o Deliverers of t h e. Boston
Globe

1
(
\

My interests are music, reading and law.
rim Papp no. 137-574
w/m , 29, 6 ft. 3 in., 200 lb.
blue eyes , brown hair
Interests: good books, travel, all forms
of media. (College grad)
Our mailing address:

P.O. Box 787
Lucasville, Ohio 45543

CFSC Repo rt
Part III
In this second installment of the CSFC Report
Evaluation additional sections of Part III of the
report "Detail Reports and Specific Evaluation"
are considered and summ arized.
B. Field Experience Education
The CSFC proposes encouragement in two areas
of this program. One is a purely vocational pursuit ,
the other would presumably provide credit under the
"flexible fifteen."
The primary concern of this section is the proper
administration of the program at each step. Particular concern was expressed over the handling of the
program once its operation is outside the college .
""?
C. Faculty Scholarships
Encouragem ent of scholarship through regulation ,
recognition and reward was the basic content of this
section. Provisions for encouragement were made
in two recommendations.
1) The college should provide "off Januaries only
for those pursuing scholarly proje cts."
2) The college should award sabbaticals primarily
on the grounds of scholarly work.
Additional considerations stress the need to recognize
and reward scholarly efforts in the form of early
sabbaticals and promotion.
D. Evaluation "Procedures *
One interesting recommendation of this report
was that all departments of the college (academ ic and
adm inistratvive) be evaluated on a regular basis (every
five years was suggested) by an outside group of
between two and four. Selection of evaluators wouiu
be the president's responsibility or in the case of
his evaluation the Board of Trustees would assume the
task.
This section also establishes guidelines for * selfstudy by departm ents and external evaluations,
E. Personnel Policies
Recommendations on behalf of the faculty occupy AVi pages of this section while recommendations
on behalf of the staff occupy >/* page. Faculty reccom mendations provide for the continuance of
top salaries and fringe benefits and the maintenance
of the tenure system. The need for office space for
faculty was highlighted and careful consideration of
faculty w ork load was stressed,
The most im portant consid erat ions in t his sect ion
concerned the staff. In the report the com mittce
acknowledges the inadequacy of present staff personnel policy and recognizes the need for evaluation of the
the entire staff program.

¦
_he first study was a result of a professional curiosity the three shared; "it occurred to us that a highly important yet poorl y explicated aspect of campus
life was the implied value systems held by our students."
They suspected the collision of the affluent society,
the sexual revo lution and the era of alienation with
the traditional American work ethic (work , achieve,
abstain) had produced two standards of conduct on
campus. One was the traditional values, the other
was a hedonically oriented value system. Trad r '
itional views were established ones wile hedonistic
views evaluated action alternatives in term s of pleasure and pain , in pursuit of the former and avoidance
of the latter.
Given this interpretation they sought to evaluate
student behavior in term s of one or the other im plicit value system . Division of the student responses
Unfortunately the report makes only a slight . fake
toward the pursu it of this m ajor problem and dism isses
it with three general recom mendations which request
a staff personnel policy manual , reexamination
of fringe benefit and retirement program s and the
need for a formal j ob classification system for.
the staff .
It is unfortunate that more time was not given
towards these considerations and that they were
accorded such minor treatm ent.
F. Calendar and Size of the College
Pew significant recommendations were made
in this section. The maintenance of the college at
its present size was recommended. The continuance
of the present two semesters and a Jan pla n was
recommended.
Of minor interest was a consideration of the
potential for sum m er porgram s at Colby, Students,
vaca t ioners, scholars, and children were suggested *.
as possible enrollers for these programs. These
suggestions did not appear to be serious considerations however.
Next week Admissions, Financial Aid, and
Communications are considered.

Sensuous College?
into one or the other category was made according to
students' response to a choice between "a work-achievement ethic and a hedonic value." In this case
marijuana was used as the means of presenting that
choice.
"It was hypothesized that the behavior of college
students who conformed to the societal prohibition
against the use of marijuana would reflect "traditional
values while the behavior of students who used
marijuana would relfect a more "hedonic"vahie
system.
Assum ing that the implicit value system would
reflect itself through aspects of student behavior Lester and Perez sought to observe social behavior, academ ic achievement , drug use and sexual activity for
the study.
The questionnaire was responded to by 626 students: 293 men and 333 women. The critical question which placed a student in a traditional or hedonic category was "Since com ing to college have you
used marijuana?"
The results showed 66% had used marijuana: 77%
of the m en and 56% of the worn en. More upperclassmen (74%) than underclassmen (64%) who responded were users.
Among the non-users, 89% cited no reason-for
their abstinence while only 3 % cited no opportunity.
Lester, Perez and Zohner found in the area of sexuality that "patterns of sexual behavior were clearly
closely related to marijuana use."The extent to
which this is tru e is evident in tables 2 and 3 of the
study, shown here, in partial form .
table 2
Sexual Behavior Patterns of Marijuana Users
and Non-Users
Proportion of
Users
intercourse in college
69%
multiple partner intercourse
28
temporally stable sexual
relationships
49
promiscuous sexual intercourse 6

Non-Users
40%
6
27
2

Table 3
Reasons Cited by Users and Non-Users for
Sexual Abstinence
Proportion of
U sers
Non-Users
no opportunity
57%
29%
religious-moral code
19
32
no interest
13
20
fear of pregnancy
6
9
5
10
psychological dangers
In the area of academic life results demonstrated
that non-users were more serious in their academ ic
pursuits. They were m ore liekly to have made Dean's
List and also spent more tim estudying. "Users w ere .
twice as likely to have failed a college course and to have
have been placed on academ ic probation."
Drug use among marijuan a users was considerably
higher, approximately % of the users had tried psychoactive drugs w hile virtually no non-users had.
Alchohol use was widespread everywhere , among
98% of the users and 77% of the non-users. Frequent
alchohol use was reported by 49% ofthe users and
only 20% of the non-users.
In the area of the total college experience the nonusers rated the experience more favorably than did
the users.
What conclusions did these results indicate? The
initial hypothesis that non-users conform closely to
tradit ional values while users conform to the hedonic
model was substantiated. Non-users were less likely
to engage in sexual activity but m ore serious about
academic life and tended to have serious career objectives.
These findings indicated that behavioral differences
among students can be evaluated in terms of their
orientation towards a "traditional"or "hedonic"
model, Further the findings suggest that efforts
to work with college students must take into account
these value orientations and recognize the wide variation between them. Additionally there is a considerable variation between students in the degree of
their orientation toward one or the other model.
What else do they say? They seem to offer
two points of reference from which to view the
college experience. Work or play?

Hathaway Newsletter :
Is Maine on the Right Track?
Washington , D. C. - Congress is neanng enactment of legislation containing a provision sponsored
by Senator William D. Hathaway that will require
Amtrak rail passenger service to Maine. A HouseSenate conference com mittee has agreed upon a
compromise version of the Hathaway proposal which
will require such service to begin in M aine as early
as 1976. Under the basic Amtrak act, the Secretary of Transportation is required to designate one
"experimental" route each year and continue service
over such a route for at least two years. The new
law provides that in designation of such routes, the
Secretary "shall give priority " to service to the major
population areas of a state not now served by
Amtrak . (Portland , Maine). "Priority" when used
in this context would normally be interpreted to
mean that the Secretary must provide for these
routes before any other experimental routes are
established.
The conference report indicated that the first
such route established in 1975 should be service to
Boise, Idaho . Presumably, Maine service would
follow shortly thereaft er.
This provision grew out of an amendment
sponsored by Senators Hathaway and Frank Church
of Idaho which passed the Senate several months
ago. Hathaway has been in conatant contact with
members of the conferen ce committee since that
time to see that the essence of the provision would
be retained in the final bill.
"1 am delighted by the Committee's action,"
said Hathaway. "This m arks a significant milestone in a project we have been working of for
nearly two years. I am confident that once a Maine
route
is established on an experimental basis, it will
We asked this gentleman what he was doing and he replied ,
prove itself worthy of inclusion in Amtrak' s
"Waiting for a train. " How long will he have to wait?
basic system ."
"Better transportation is one of the keys to
Maine's ecomonic future," Hathaway continued ,
"and rail service to Portland is a major step in
the right direction. Of course, we hope the line
will be extended beyond Portland and look
forward to the return of full passenger service to
the state."
Although not a member of the Commerce
Committee, tfathaway has taken an active role
How can anyone be concerned with rural crime m
in several pieces of recent rail legislation in
M aine if they consider what crime is like in the enoraddition to the Amtrak bill.
mous inner cities of this country? Yet there are
serious crime problems in Maine and they stem from
the same reasons that cause it to be a problem in large
that his most comm on problem is with larceny and
cities such as unemploym ent and social restlessness.
that there is little or no fear of apprehension. A state
State Representative Richard Carey of Waterville
official
pointed out that 70-80% of the crimes were by
submitted a "rura l crim e report " on behalf of the state
repeat offenders. The court system in Maine is partly
legal affairs committe and he will describe its conclu to blame in this for there is a lot of congestion often
Civil
Liberties
Union
next
Valley
sions to the Kennebec
causing
long delays and inefficienty in bringing in
Monday night . The report is largely testimony by
cases. This legal situation is very much on the minds
police officials explaining their problems in crime conof the police for the problem is worsening.
it
making
manpower.,
their
shortages
in
especially
trol
Maine's hreat size and small population make for
very hard to do a Ithoroughi job in patrolling the roads
a
thin
spreading of the police that are availa ble for there
To this they must add patrolling of summer hom e areas
is no way that the towns can afford to hire m ore police.
which are targets for burglaries that are almost
Public involvement may be the answer to crime preprevent
.
They
said
that
this
responsiblity
im possible to
vention
, for it is certainly the most im portant part of
is compounded by a serious degree of leniency in the
all this rather than emphasizing punishment. In the
courts. The chief of police of M t. Desert Island stated
continued on ppage
1,-iimiucu
age eight
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RADIO HOUR
Eve ry Monday and Thursda y night
at 6:00 P.M. on WMHB Water ville 91.5 FM

Jarret Outduels

the audience held its breath at the poignant beauty of the
song and the mystic apparition of Burton flailing wildly
at the keys like a puppet gone mad.

The rest of the band rejoined him for several more numbers
including Eberhard "Weber 's "Colors of Cloy" an
Burton
extended piece featuring Steve Swallow on bass and a
hapless drummer whose name I did not catch but
by Roger Hatch
whose cymbals sounded like the proverbial garbage
Saturday night Runnals Gym was the scene for a performance cans especially since he seemed content to ignore the
by two of the top jazz m usicians in the country. The Gary
rest of his set and rely on cymbals throughout the concert.
Burton Quintet and the Keith Jarret Quartet put on a
Swallow, whose father and aunt were in the audience ,
dynamic show for the large crowd of onlookers which was
is like Burton a teacher at Berkiee School of Music in
the biggest concert crowd Runnals has had at least since .
Boston ,-and has been with Burton off an on for what
the Steeleye Span concert two years ago.
seems like most of his 34 years. N ormally he is outstanding
but Saturday he was only occasionally so, as he must have
Burton kicked off the concert with a tune by Chick Corea,
bought a new fuzz-tone recently and insisted on using
it in the most inappropriate of places , clouding the sound
' Sea Journey. From the beginning it was clear that the
of the bass even more as it bounced muddily through the
acoustics in Runnals were going to wreak havoc with
gym.
His solo on "Colors" wasiust beginning to work
and
his
cohorts.
At
least
to
those
in
the
rear
of
Burton
amp quit on him , and one had to wonder
when
his
the gym, Burton's mastery of the vibes was of little
whether the applause was for him or his amp .
im port , for all that reached their ears was a muddled
cacaphony of sound. Those closer to the stage were not
After the Quintet 's inconsistent but sometimes fantastic
quite so unfortunate, and were better able to appreciate
performance Keith Jarrett 's music changed the mood
the quintet's efforts.
considerably \ A poly-rythmic introduction led into i
beautiful mood piece. A slow, melancholy piece, the
Even then everything was not peachy, for as those who have
audience
was so moved it could barely move.
Burton
before
could
attest
to,
this
was
not
one
of
his
seen
the quartet jumped into a lively , boppish num ber
Suddenly
better perform ances. The last-minute addition of Pat
with Dewey Redm an doing his best playing of the
Methany , a 19-year-old guitarist for whom Burton has
evening. Redman was no Coltrane on sax , but he was usually
predicted a bright future , was a hindrance more than a
adequate , playing his part.and walking stoically off-stage
to
the
established
quartet.
Methany
took
more
than
help
until it was his turn to play again. Paul Motian on drums
his share of mediocre leads, while old pro Mick Goodrich
was a welcome chang e after Burton 's drummer,
was left to strum placidly in the corner, perhaps meditating
providing a constant but varied beat as well as doing a good
on such past glories as having his solo on one of the songs
solo later on. Charlie Haden on bass used heartrendingly
's
"The
New
Quartet"
album
transcribed
and
on Burton
long notes all night , seldom showing off but backing
printed note for note in "Downbeat" last year. When
Goodrich did manage to squeeze in a solo he was tremendous, Jarrett up well.
playing lilting scales and runs with poetic appreciation for
The star of the show was undoubtedly Keith Jarrett.
the type of guitarwork w hich is required for Burton 's
A nervous little dynamo who has risen to stardom in the
funky, polychordal repertoire.
last two or three years, Jarrett's piano work was astoundWhile at the keyboard he' moved with such fury
ing.
"Ohlos de Gato" was perhaps the best piece they did ,
that it seemed not even a gallon of
and
vivaciousness
featuring Burton doing his typically mind-boggling vibeswork.
Ex-Lax could slow him down. After an hour or so of
Burton was relaxed and pleasant throughout the concert ,
gyrations and good solid jazz , the quartet performed a
bending gracefully over the huge keyboard and striking it
m agnificent ballad which was a suitable ending for what
with four mallets (most vibes players use only two
was one of the best concerts Colby is going to see f or
mallets - Burton was one of the first to use four successa long time.
fully). He played alone on Corea 's "Desert Air" and

PIRG Sues
State Agency
by Peter Boone
The Maine Public Interest Research Group plans
to sue the state Department of Environm ental
protection for non-com pliance with state -environmental law in granting a permit to the International
Paper Co. for expansion of its Jay Mill.
Michael Huston , the new PIRG director
charged Wednesday Oct. 30 , that the DEP board did
not obtain adequate evidence to grant IPCo the permit. The Environmental Law Institute, Inc. a newly
formed environm ental group, whose members
include students and faculty at the University of
Maine School of Law , will join the suit.
The DEP board has granted an IPCo petition to
reopen hearings on the permit and reconsider conditions on em ission of its pollutants. PIRG has
applied to be an intervener in those hearings which
will begin Nov . 3 8.
The plans to sue the environmenta l agency were
announced at the same time that PIRG released a
study of the DEP's bureausof air and water control.
The 104 page report was written by Barbara Reid
Alexander , a second year studen t at the University
of Maine Law School. The report , entitled "Maine
can do Better than This," charges that the DEP
has presided over significant degradation of the
state 's air and water quality. DEP has in many cases
failed to develop standard s and in many other
cases failed to enforce them .
Ms. Alexander 's report also said industrial
Polluters and the DEP staff maintain a "cozy relationship " concerning cha nges in perm it conditions and extensions of time for com pliance,
There arc frequent violations of air standards in the

Por tl an d area , yet no notion is taken. Where there are

standards , there is little onforcem ont. Since the
Bureau was established, there has been only one suit.
The coin m on public im pression that DEP is
unfairly harsh on industry is incorrect. There have
been several coses where the federal Enviromental
Protection Agency has stepped in when DEP has not
protected environmental standards, The current
stan dard s sot by the Board are not among the most

strict in the nation, in fact they are below those of
Maine's neighboring state, N ew Hampshire. M aine has
so much to protect that such neglect i s a disgrace.
Maine should review and revise its standards to make
them much stricter. If other states with sim ilar
population and economic criteria to Maine require
cleaner air and water, there is no reason M aine 's
citizens should be dn ied this right.
The local Colby branch of PIRG is currently
working on one of PIRG 's "cookbook" projects.
This one is called "Poison Prevention" and is an
investigation of all poisonous products sold by stores
in the area. We are trying to determine manufacturer's compliance with federa l packages laws.
These law s include explicit warniaf s and child
resistant tops. We have several >trer projects and
cookbooks planned for this semester , and now we
are looking for your manpower. If you are interested in PIRG feel free to attend our next weekly
meeting, this coming Monday in Coburn Lounge
at 12:45 p.m.

Dorfman Exhibit s at Bixler

A selection of photographs from the
book "Elsa _ Housebook" by Elsa Dorfman
will be on exhibit at the Colby College
Museum of Art for one month beginning
Thursday (November 7).
The exhibition and the book, published
this month, are a collection of photographs
of people who have visited her Cambridge,
Mass., home. The collection has been cited
as being "as much a p ers ona l statement of
E lsa's own life style as it is an informal
gallery of familiar figures in contemporary
American arts and letters." .
A "compulsive photographer of people,"
M iss Dorfman has given one-person shows at
Boston City Hail, th e Everson Museum in
Syracuse , and Focus II in Now York City.
Since she began as a photographer for the
Grove Press for Evergreen Review
Magazine in 1965, h er wor k s h ave a pp eare d
in numerous pub l icat ions, including Tim e
Ma gaz ine , the New York Ti mes, and Boston
Globe Magazine,
A graduate of Tuft s University, M iss Dorfm an
has taught at Harvard and is a fellow at Radcliffe
Institute.

Administrat ive
Committe e
Clarifi es
College Right
To Search
As the Student Assoc. Public Information Chairperson has not yet been chosen, we would like to
report on the activities of the Administrative committee.
Each year the Adm inistrative Committee is comprised of five mem bers of the administration, three
faculty members , and three students, and is chaired
by President Strider. This year the committee
mem bers are President Strider , Dean Jensen, Vice
Presidnet Pullen , Dean W yman, Earl Smith, Profs.
Allen, Todrank , and Cauz, and students Mark
Taylor , Bill M uller, and Janet Oken. Jon Hall, the
comm ittee's secretary, is a non-voting member. The
purpose of the committee is to:
1. Advise the President on administrative matters
not primarily involving academic policy.
2. Establish the calendar for each academic year.
3. Consider requests for exemptions to college
regulations.
4. Periodically review the functions and structures
of the committees of the college.
5. Recom mend changes to the faculty and to
the Student Association.
The early m eetings were devoted! to consideration
of student petitions requesting:
1. Waiver of a semester's residence requirement .
2. Permision to change courses aft er the deadline.
3. Perm ission to take courses pass/fail after the
deadline.
The calendars for 1975-1976 and 1976-1977 were
established. The only major change was a holiday
instituted in October , to be called "mid sem ester
break." There will be no classes on the Monday following mid semester next year.
Next M onday November 11, the Administrative
Comm ittee will vote on the adoption of the following
proposal as recommended by the Rights and Rules
Com m ittee:
"Authorized college employees have the right to
enter a student's room for the purpose of cleaning,
m aintaining or inspecting college property, at any tim <
Safety inspections conducted during the school year
should be conducted by two employees, and shall not
entail any searching through the student's personal
belongings, e.g., opening drawers., If contraband is
found in plain sight during such an inspection of a
student 's room , it should be immediately reported to
the deans and immediately confiscated only if it is a
dangerous object. A nything else should be left for
further action of the part of the deans. Contraband
found in this manner, during a routine inspection , m ay
be used as evidence in disciplinary action against the
student . If contraband is reported to the deans,
they shall obtain a warrant for search.
Any search which involves looking into a student's belongings requires a warrant. In obtaining
the warrant , the reason for the search and object(s)
sought must be delineated. A specific room to be
searched must be nam ed ; no general dorm itory
searches may be conducted. When probable cause,
necessity and reasonableness can be shown, a warran t
shall be issued.. Valid consent of the person or
persons whose property is to be searched m ay replace
a warrant. Only evidence found in proper searches
may be used against the student in disciplinary action
In cases where imminent d an ger can be sh own, a
warrant is nbt necessary to search,
All warrants shall be issued by the Chairman of the
faculty appeals board.: "
This is basically the policy that the college has been
following although , until now it was an unwritten one.
It is being written down now to clearly delineate and
protect the rights of both the students and the college.
Any questions regarding tho Administrative
Committee or comments concerning this issue** should
be directed to:
M ark Taylor-211 Averill ext. 576
Bill M uller-202 Coburn ext. 523
Janet Oken-204 Sturtevant ext. 329

World

Come See

New Shi pment
T-Shirt s

Hunger
Crisis

People in Am erica today are experiencing som ething which m ay be called "the psychology of scarcity." There is constant news of shortages of energy,
fertilizer, flour, and protein , along with news of
inadequate nutrition under the food stamp program .
The current proposals for dealing with the food crisis assum e the question is one of food productivity,
which m ore money, more technology , more chemical fertilizers, and more government incentives will
solve. This is exactly the policy of failure of the
last twenty years. One of the real problem s is the
wasteful , even crim inal (because it kills people),
distribution of resources by which to grow food and
distribution of food itself. This is a human ,
ecomonic, and political waste-a m an-rnade
arrangem ent of power. As a result of these politics, the poor in America and elsewhere are the
prisoners of policies which force them to choose
between survival and dpendance on forces they
lave less and less capacity to influence.
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SPECIAL

20% DISCOUNT
on all
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The results of the process of "development"
so far have been:
1. The creation of 500 million "marginal"
(dungarees & corduroys not included)
people in rural and urban areas of the Third W orld.
2. The concentration of land in m ost countries
on the order of 80% of the land held by 5% of the
population.
3. Increasing m alnutrition and im poverishm ent
not because enough development has taken
The Store for Men and Boys
place, but because the developm ent that has
occured has benefitted only a few greatly, some
a littl e, and m ade a greater number relatively
Lud y/2 1 Pacy '27 Howard '40
worse off or unaffected.
Look at these fa cts:
1. Our import of animal and vegetable protein
form protein-deficient countries in South Asia,
Africa , and Latin America constitutes a new im port
WHIPPER'S RZZA
of over one million tons per year. This is a tax
on the lives of the poor in those countries.
(Opposite Post Offk »)
2. The feeding of livestock in this country at the
Pizza, Italians, Meatballs, Roast Beef
rate of 7 lbs. of grain to produce one pound of
FREE delivery on $10.00 order
meat consum es the equivalent protein require873-4812
ments of 1.26 billion people per year.
3. The U.S. made m ore money selling food at
__.
,
recent high prices to the poor countries than it
"lost" to certain others because of higher oil
prices.
We are left with this choice:
40 Main Street F"7!
W_tt©rw//e. Me.
Either we are going to create an en\iron m ent of dignity
and productive self-reliance for the people of this
country and the rest of the world , or one of increasing
depencende on powers less and less a countable to
our well-being. There are alternatives to our present
"aid"policies: End the use of aid , such as the Food
for
Peace program , as a device to control other nation's
l»5
*internal policies (the U.S.-supported coup in Chile
negated all land reform efforts in that country, and
t P l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l ll l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l i l l l l l lD IIIIIIIIL
subsequent inflation has been worse than during
«¦
""
'
¦¦
*¦
Allende 's elected government). It is time to
support initiatives here and overseas that substantially contribute to the creation of alternatives
for the poor that do not create m ore unemployment , or make the poor poorer , and strengthen
a national elite 's capacity to exploit those with
no political power.
Finally , Americans should take another look
at our assumptions about what created poverty.
How does it really happen ? isn't it the result
of political decisions about the allocation of
mm
mm
power and of resources, e.g. by thich we promm
hi
¦
«¦
duce food? Poverty and starvation is a result
of our priorities. Helping to solve the problems of
poverty and starvation does not mean giving
away food-it involves a reevaluation of our
prioritycs, and a fundamental change in them.
. The week of N ovember 11-16 will feature a
weeklong symposium at Colby. The obje ct of
the sym posium is to give people at Colby a
chance to further explor e these issues. The
m
urn
sym posium will include 2 films, Diet for a Small
E This week's trivia question:
E
Planet , and Counterpoint of the Agrarian Reform ;
E Remember Julie Driscoll (of Brian E
Chile, Harris Gleckman , who has been working
with the Boston-Cambrige Ministry for Higher
£ Auger /Trini ty Fame)? What 's her name £
Ed ucat ion and d o i ng researc h i n connec tio n
E now?
£
between the energy crisis and the food crisis,
PRIZE:
A
HERBIE
HANCOCK'
Copy
of
S
will
lead a dsicussion on that topic, Another
|
|
discussion
be held and will include Profs,
£ - Todrank andwillMizner
S new album 'Thrust. "
, an d others. (The sparks
£
jjj LAST WEEK'S ANSWER: 6
arc sure to fly). Plans are underway for a
Sllillllllllllllliilllillllllllil
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"dinner for a small planet, " to top off the week,
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Human
Manifesto
Qaiser M. Khan
There are three of us. It is a dark night. The
moon has set. A slight breeze rustles through
the trees. Y Insects hum in the bushes. We come
up the road. It is a small road about twenty feet
wide. We place land mines .across the road.
Delayed action m ines followed by ordinary ones.
We take positions in the bushes by the road and
wait.. We all have light Machine guns. We look
at our watches. The patrol canvoy will come
through in fifteen minutes as it does every night.
We see the headlights flash in the distance.
There is :no other traffic nowadays on the
road at this tim e of the night. This must be
them. We itense- up.
I hear the roar of the diesel and then an
explosion destroys the still of the night. Yells!
Shouts! Screams! Worn en's voices. A child
crying for his m other. We are firing our guns
at the site until the last scream s have stopped .
Now we dare venture out of cover. We are heroes. W e are fighting for our country. We have
defeated the enemy.
We examine our kill like predators in the forest. The wood is still burning. In the : firelight we
see. Bodies of dead women, children, some old
men and their guard s. A bfl by , shot in his
mother's arms. These are the spoils of war, our
fruit of victory. We turn away sick at the :sight .
They must have been evacuating their fam ilies
preparing for a last ditch * stand.
Tha t was three years ago during the civil war
in East Pakistan. We won the war but at the
cost of three m illion lives. Read that again, a
three followed by six zeroes. More than three
times as many people as in the enrire state of
Mane. Do you think that there can be any
cause that can justify the killing of one person?
There is no m oral argum ent that can be made for
the death of one innocent person. And in a
war thousands of innocent die. This I interpret as genocide.
Ever since that fatal night three years ago
I tried to re-evaluate my feelings towards
the whole question of war and peace. I found
that a lot of people who fought with us in our
war were driven blind by a desire for revenge.
There were also some looking for excitement.
The last reason is the' most shocking of all. It
also sums up the oddest quirk in human nature
That Uttle something in our minds which
makes us want to live the lives of our storybook heroes. For most that desire is controlled bythe desire for stability. In a few coses
it leads to a crazed hunt for the glamour of an
ex citing life. For those who search that in
war the search will perhaps never end. There
is no glamour in it.
There is a way out of all this, This maze of
of war and cold war, The answer is provided
bythe human m anifesto-drawn in late '72
by a gathering of involved people from all over the
world meeting in New York. The first person to
sign the manifesto was the former UN secretary
Genera l U Thant. The manifesto calls for a stronger wor ld or d er t o' be kept by a much (Stronger
United Nations, Human society has grown
through order and organization, The great nations
of the past collapsed when older collapsed, There
is a need for some kind of world law. Some kind
of world order. So the future generations may
survive,
Today a shop assistant is killed in the bombing of a Belfast store, A school in the Middle East
is raided, A refugee camp is raided. Everybody
tries to justify it by saying they want to right a
wrong. How can two wrongs add up to one right.
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BACH - CYCLE
BUILT FOR
TWO

Trail
Happy

CLYDE and ANNE ARNOLD, Jr.
Welcome Colb y Parents

AMERICAN
MOTOR INN

A cycle of the organ works of Johann Sebastian
Bach will be featured as part of the next Mellon
Organ Recital Series at Colby College. The program
will be presented in two parts: Part 1 - Novemer 10
' at 4:00 p.m.; and Part II - November 17th at 4:00
p.m.
Waterville-Oakland Exit
Part I will em phasize "Bach and the Organ ,"
95-Routes !1& 137
Tpke
while Part II will explain "Bach and the AffektenTel. (207)872-5577
lehre or 'The Doctrine of Affections' " . A narrator
will offer commentary, and slides will show the
various organs which Bach played.
Air Conditioning ,— Credit Cards
This is the first performance of a cycle of the
Tel. in each unit — Hot Water heaf
organ works in the state of Maine. Representative organ works from all genres will be included
Colored T.V. — Queen size beds
in the two-part program.
Part I will include Prelude and Fugue in E-Flat
Major (St. Anne), Concerto II in A Minor (after
TED SHIR O ' S
,*
>
Vivaldi), Prelude (Toccata) and Fugue in F Major ,
-^
Fugue
and
Prelude
and
in
Pastorale in F Major ,
B M inor.
Part II will have performed selected Chorale
Preludes from The Orgelb -chlein ; selections from
The Eighteen Chorales and The Schubler Chorales,
excepts from the M iscellaneous Preludes and the
KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
W% "f
Catechism Hymns; Trio Sonato in C Maj or; and
WATERVILLE
_,™,T,
Passacaglia and Fugue in C Minor. The cycle will
873-0301
conclude with Back 's last work , The Art of the
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL:
Fugue.
ALL New MR. BIG — onl y 79c
The public is invited without charge.
Prof. A del Heinrich, Assistant Professor of
M usic at Colby College, will present these two
programs. Prof. Adel Heinrich will receive the
Doctor 0f Musical Arts Degree this summer from
the Universtiy of Wisconsin School of Music.
home of Maine sea food
This A.Mus.D. degree has for its partial comHEARTIEST
PLATE IN TOWN
pletion the performance of seven major recitals.
Fabulous Antipasto Salads, Grinders.Ravioli
Most of the Bach compositions played for the
Delicious Steaks.Lasagna, Mankoti
cycle were performed during the pursuit of the
BEST LIQ UOR SELECTION IN MAINE
A.Mus.D. degree. Prof. Heinrich will be the first
woman to receive this degree Yin organ from the
dynamitedrinks at
University of Wisconsin.
very reasonable p rices
Now open Sundays 12-10
Orders to Co 873-3791

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood. We took
the muddy one and it m ade a lot of difference. We 'd
brought along a chain saw for our trail building
operations, but with the muffler gone we may as well
have brought a caterpillar tractor. With blind faith
we drove on through the mud and just as blindly
continued on by foot in the dark.
"Where is this place anyway?" "Isn't this the
second stream corssing? " "The guidebook would
know . , . 'no more water for two miles .. ." looks
like we don 't have any choice." "But where's the
cam psite?" "For ten people?"
"Got some beef stroganoff here, anybody hungry?"
"Give it to the bear." "M ountain woukbat it. .."
"About tim e for him to show up with his headlamp!"
"By the way, who was that walking around last
night? You?" "No . . . it must have been the Mountain." "He would have slept up in that nest!" "Or
was it the bear?"
The trip was saved from chaos by enthusiastic
teamwork and the generosity of several Yankee outdoorsm en we were fortunate enough to meet. Our
dangling muffler was removed by Jim Thra ll and a
jolly fellow named Dick who happened by. When the
car, M olly, got sick out in the prairie it had to be dear
old dad to come carry us back to Colby.
"Clang! Clang! " goes the sledge against the splitting wedges in syncopation with the interm ittent
Monday night , November 11 at 8:00 p.m., the Coffee
com plaint of the chain saw. M any hands m ake light
House presents a Celtic folk group The Boys of the Lough,
work of the endless splitting and peeling of logs for
"a joining together of four musicians and singers, who
bridg es. "Is it really November? Where 's the snow?
while steeped in their own traditions are in complete
We had an ample work party but for once had no
{sympathy with the music of the others. The result is
"Custom ers" as we spent a weekend isolated from
Irish, Shetland , and Northermbrian music played with a
the world working on the Appalachian Trail .
tightness and freshness thet has gained them ane awe and
respect of audiences and umsicians on both sides of the
Atlantic. They enjoy their own music and can communicate this to any audience whether at the Great Western
Pop Gestival in England , De Lantoren Festival in -H olland,
or at the M arlboro Church Hall in Vermont , U.S.A."
Instrum ents include fiddle , concerting r odhran (a singleheaded Irish drum), whistle, 'bazouki' and tenor banjo .
Don't m iss an unusual opportunity. Admission $ 1.50
For several years, the great student interest in
continued from page 6
photography has been virtually ignored by the adOne and one makes two. Most killings are justministration of this school. This has now been
ified in the spirit of national pride. But individual
by
changed* due to a newly organized club, directed
nationalism can foster world peace. All nations
a strong student board . The school has shown its
have some interests in common with others. The
f aith in the club's new leadership by its extensive
m ost important is the need for peace as peace
structural repair of the club's new darkroom facfosters
prosperity.
ilities. Although a large sum of money is still needThis
planet belongs to the people who live on
ed to equip the four rooms properly , a Stu-G
it.
11
is
ultimatly they who count. We bear a
allocation has made it possible to bring the room s
responsibility to the Earth. It has been good to
to an operating level.
us. It is the home of people. You and me. We
For those students interested in finally joining
must protect it. We cannot let death and destructhe club, mem berships will bo issued on Saturday
tion
com e off and on to people all over the
November 10, from 12 o'clock until 2 o'clock in
world.
the darkroom s, which are located in the basement
"We have an obligation to create a world order
of Roberts Union. To join the club one must pay
in
which
no man will be killed or will have to kill.
the dues as well as show that he or she is familiar
Life
in
this
universe is unim aginably rare.. It must
with the club's equipment, If a person is not fambe protected , respected , and cherished. We must
iliar with the club's equipment , there will be
declare
our support for anllnited Nations capapeople there to show others how to use any certble
of
governing
our planet in the corhmon human
ain Piece. Lockers will be issued at this tim e
interest."
«nd inform ation can be.obtained on future events.
These worcjs from the hum an manifesto sum
Workshops for beginners, set for the third weekup
the solution to our dilemma of how to
en d in February , w ill be open for registration.
survive
tom orrow.
If you will be unable to attend cither of these
N.B.
Anybo dy further interested in the Hum an
dates , but wish to join the club , rent a locker , or
Manifesto
can write for details to the "Planetary
Agistor for a workshop, contact Joel S. Horn ,
Citizenship
Registry " World Association of
°xt. 307 , John Eginton , ext. 562, or Pat Trunz o,
World
Federalists,
63 Sparks Street , Ottawa ,
ext. 565.
Ontario, Canada.

MR. BIG

BEEF AND BREW
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Celtics to Play Colby

ALL HOM E COOKING

BBC'S
FOOD — BEER — PIZZA
FREE J UKE BOX TUES. & WED.
Thurs. - Sat.
Dirty Rock' n Roll

New
Darkroom
Brought to Light

ATKINS CO.
HAS MOVED!

COME IN AND SEE
OUR BEAUTIFUL NEW STORE.
Larger Store Means
More Stock and Vari ety.
WE CARRY:

THE FASTEST COLOR SLI DE FILM
(ASA 500-1000)

I

BLACK AND WHITE PRINT FILM (ASA
1600-6000)
BUDGET PRICED 35 mm. WSLR OR A

PROFESSIONAL MINITOLA SLR
—STOP BY-

J UST ACROSS FROA* THE CONCOURSE

155 MAIN ST.
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BER RY' S

IT ' S A
DOG'S WORLD

ART SUPPLIES

. 74 MAIN STREET

" e "a b t '

"

1

KENNEDY MEMORiAL DRIVE

Thurs., 11/ 14, 8 p.m., Dunn Lounge.
Discussion on The World Food Crisis, with
Profs. Todrank & Mizner and others.

I

No adm ission charged for anything!.

J ^| mBmmm.
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After the gome
Drop in for a deli cious
vj pf)ff II C
wJ
R oast Beef Sandwich or Pizza
Dagwood

Italians

Groceries

COLD BEER

Take out service - Open till midnight
Tel. 87 3-4372
41 Water Street

SHAZZAM

209 MAIN ST.
Special: Recycled Je ans - $2.00 a pair
SKIRTS ON SALE: 4" & 6"

^Ite

Tues., 11 yi 2, 3 p.m. , Dunn Lounge.
Discussion, "Connections between the food
crisis and the energy crisis."

Thurs., 11/ 14, 3 p.m., L10O. Repeat of
"Counterpoint of the Agrarian Reform. "

FwaflirVaa
«^B

Mon., 11/ 1 1. 7&9 p .m., L100. Film. "Diet
for a Small Planet."

Wed., 11/13, 8 p .m., Given Aud . Film .
"Counterpoint of the Agrarian Reform; Chile."

Big Jo hns
AT

11

WORLD FOOD CRISIS SYMPOSIUM:

continued from page four
town of Hancock there were meetings by the selectmen and volunteers of services by residents of the
,town inl973. A system of regular and frequent
patrols were made by the nineteen volunteers who
were provided with a car and radio . They had weekly
training sessions for two months and provided the
m anpower the polic could never hope to give
them selves. It was concluded that the single-man
police departments that can be afforded could not possibly have the effectiveness of these citizen patrols. This,
as Hancock has proved their workability, sim ialr program
perhaps providing some pay for the patrols, should be
Because there have been a number of com plaints,
encouraged
in other towns.
it is necessary once again to rem ind students living
The
report
and what is hoped will be accomplished by
on campus that they may not keep pets or anim als
it will be discussed at the K.VCLU meeting Monday
of any kind in the dormitories and fraternity houses.
n
ight , , 11 N ovemb er , at 7:30 at the Universalist Church ,
Dogs in particular pose a serious problem , not only
corner
of Silver and Elm Streets. Rides will be provided
because they are running uncontrolled , but because they
back to Colby for whoever needs them.
they are often in packs. There is a very real danger
that people will be bitten and that someone may have
to undergo the very painful series of rabies shots,
either because the dog is rabid or because the dog cannot be found so that we may determ ine whether
it is rabid . In addit ion janitors and other employees
of the college have been seriously frightened by dogs
and hav e refdsed to enter som e buildings on campus.
Students, faculty and staff living off cam pus who
bring their dogs to Colby m ust keep them leashed.
Security will make every effort to identify owners
of pets living on cam pus and running loose; as the
Student Handbook states, these owners will be
fined.

GIVE SOMEBODY DU NKIN DON UTS j ^P-R g%

GET SOME LOVIN'BACK

Found : a gold identification bracelet with initials
j | ij |S
of

FAMILY BOOKSTORE

V2 Silver St.
Downstairs ? special discount
COM E BROWSE

AL COREY
Mus ic Cent er

99 MA IS STRKFT
AMPLIFIERS * P A S
TRAYNOR
YAMAHA
PLUSH

GUITARS
MARTIN
YAMAHA
GIBSON
HAGSTR -M
RECORDS - TAPES - SHKKT MUSIC
ALL YOUR MUSICAL NkKOS

____¦____¦_____¦__¦___¦__¦¦ «_¦¦¦¦_ -¦_¦_»
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Cattrhi f to tht Ootom Crowd
Thun. • Fri • Sun.
Th« Northern Va Hoy Boys
Qw»/fWlnt Ammmtmt §f k >imi$m Ttvw
Iftt TtwmfkStr ett

GOOD FOOD

7-00 •.«.•!tOO t.m.

INFORMAL ATMOSPHER E

DB , at Lovejoy Aud. the night of the showing
"Hour of the Wolf" a few weeks ago . Contact
Tina at x 567 Roberts.

Also please note' a number of rings, watches and
other jewelry is at the security office (B & G)
Please check if you lost something last year.
Announcem ent of the 1975-76 G raduate
Fellowship Pro gra m s
The Ford Foundatio n is pleased to announce the
transfer of the administration of three of its
graduate fellowships programs. Beginning
Septem ber 1974 , the Educational Testin g
Service will adm inister the following fellowship
programs:
Graduate Fellowshi ps for Mexica n Americans
Graduate Fellowshi ps for Native Americans
Graduate Fellowshi ps for Puerto Ricans
The National Fellowshi ps Fund will continue
tc adm inister the Graduate Fellowshi ps for
Black Americans. These programs are made
possible throu gh grants from the Ford Foundation.
Our immediate concern is to inform interested
persons about the available fellowships and
to encoura ge those who are eligible to ap ply.
However, applicants must act quickly to meet
th e deadlines , The enclosed announcements
ar e fo r y our i nforma ti on and appropriate
circulation.
Should you require additional information
or ann ouncem ents, please address your requests
directly to t he Educational Testing Service ad dress,
or the National Fellowships Fund address.

La nza to
Speak
Toni ght
Who is Lanz a del Vast o? Wha t di d he wri t e and
wha t d oes he believe? Wh at do y ou b elieve? These
q uesti ons can b e, an swere d , along with others , tonight

at 8 pm in Given Auditorium.
"Peace amon g na ti ons d ep ends u p on p eace in t he
h ea r t" is the basis of Vasto 1s philosophy . His topic for
the evening will be "Love , Peace and Non-violen ce."
J ,anza is an interestin g man. He is the founde r of the
communi ty of The Ark , a non-v iolent group of 100 v#
dwell in southern France. He is the author of fourt een
works which espouse his beliefs. He has a formal
educat ion but has never worked instead devotin g his lift
to the beliefs he holds. He is ar aouthor associated wit'1
Schocken Books,
W hatevcr they might not be these qualifications
seem to indicate the makin gs of an interestin g lecut ro |
and a chance to ask q uestions of th e man G andh i colled
Shuntidas.

Mime Trou pe Will
Demonstrate
How to Use Head
Whi le Playing Chess

Don and Rufh Perkins *
WelcomeColby Parents

Arnold
Hotel

'

and WEBBER S STEAK HOUSf .-- ^

Watervi lle and Fairfield
? Bet ween
On Routes 201, 100, and 11
Color television
C(>|by Co|fege Nwby

Swimming pool
Air Conditioning

phone: (207) 872- 2735
.

* new owners

phones

MARTY'S TEXACO
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVECARE

tune ups
shocks
front end alignment
exhaust systems
tires
872-9760

inspection station
winterizing
batteries
road service
Across from Elm Plaza

New Method Auto
Sales and Service
Specializin g in Forei gn
Car Repair s

872-8137

214 College Ave.

THE RED BARN
Off Rt. 139 Monroe

FRI. NITE DANCE 9 -1 A.M.

JEFF JOSEPH
525-3261

There is more to mim e than M arcel Marceau. At
Mummenschanz wear masks and flexible body wra ppings
igs
least so say the three young perform ers who com prise
in
their
act.
You
never
see
the
performers
'
faces.
What
M UMMENSCHANZ , a Swiss mime group scheduled to
perfor m here at Colby on November 21 , at 8pm in Run- they rep roduce has been com pared to Cubism and the
nals gym. Two of the three-Bernie Schurch and Florienne painting s of Hieronymous Bosch. They make an tneir own
Fr assetto-started out in the classic, "white face "tradition masks, props , and costum es,
Their program focuses on human development from
of mim e, but were looking for som ethin g different.
the
single cell to the pr imates and on human communication
The turnin g point for Schurch was a dem onstration
by stud ents from Jacques ** Lecoq Mim e School in Paris , \
which provides exposure to all forms of mime from clown- In one segment of the perfor mance two of the performers
wear masks made up of 20 cubes and they gamble and (
ing to Com media de l'Arte im provisation. Schurch was
play chess with portions of the mask.
fa scina t ed wit h t he use of masks in mim e and so was
"Y ou can also look at what we do as purely abstract
An d res Bossard , a fellow student who had come to mime
from the spoken theatre. Florianna met both of them
shapes but most people associate our movements with ani- —
in Rom e after they had been performing. She had attmal or hum an behavior ," says Bossard , who like Schurch
ended theatre-school and mim e-school in Rome , an d was is Swiss-born. Bossard says that Mummenschanz is an ef- —
a mem ber of a "whi t e face " mim e trou p e t here j ust as
for t to build on the Swiss folk tra dit ions involving masks.
Schur ch ha d b een in h is horn e town of Berne , Switzerland. "There are m asks for all kinds of things , " says Bossard .
"W hen I me t t hem it was a revela t ion ," says Florianna. "To ann ounce an even t , t o driv e win t er awa y . The p eople
"They were looking for somethin g else just like I was. Tho in the villages jus t do those ceremonies. They arc not
classic mime is so involved with the perfection of beaut y perfor mances. They go horn e afterward s and no one knows
a «d aesthetics. The famous mimes hid e them selves bewho they are. "
DRAUGH T BEER and WINE
hin d a divinity, they becom e very, mystical. I was looking
M um menschanz first achieved fame outside SwitzerOPEN7 HAYS A WEEK
f °r som ething human. "
land in 1 971 at t he In t ern ational Fest ival of M ime in
Schurch espresses admira t ion for M arceau. "What he Pra gue wh ere t he y achieved a maj or success on a pro gra m
COLLEGE AVE.
does is per fectio n," he says. " And from an economic p oint dom inated by classical mime, The following year they
of view we have to work independently. There are so man s p erfor m ed i n Avignon , Fracnc , durin g t he fame d summer
:
good tradi tional mime trou pes we probably would n 't have festi vals and in 1 073 toured for t he f ir st t ime in N or t h
a chance doing classical mime.
Amer ica to a very enthusias tic recepti6n. During
"Whe n I saw the Lecoq demonstration it turned every- 1974, the y have ha d seasons in London , Paris , Berl in , and
thi ng upside down forme , I real ized how lim ited classical are schedule d to appear this summer in the first Interna tional
_
onal ^v
^
ml me is. Each performer has his own specialty, a dis t inct Mime festi val t o b e, held in LaCrosse , W isconsin. This
Per sonality but basically they are all doing the same thin g, current tour is scheduled to b egin in Vancouver and will
Wo want to break the conventions of whit e face , bf the take them coast to coast including a Lincoln Center eng- ipft GIRLS WHO LOOK GOOD Ct Lnf
W \YJ ENOUGH TO EAT ARE |H
c°ncentratio n on f-acial expression and creating the .illiisior) agement during the Thanksg iving
! i_V_!iJ_
holiday s under the
UlOUlUll
ASKED O UT TO I
' RESTAURANT
l\ m
°f specific obje cts. If we need a tabl e we use a tabic.
aus pices of Lincoln Center.
/f l JJ-)
There is no illusion, Tho audience 's fan tasy can go where
And now tho y are com ing to Colby.
^?V
WATIRVIUI
lt wants. "

Pr oud to be Your
Food Service
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turn a man into a raving maniac such as your
husband seems

(yCDe&r

cAAM

Hm mm. Those are good aren't they?
I think I'll have another.
Mm-mm. How tasty. I'll try another.
(hiccup)
Well, just one m ore
Maybe just one m ore teeny one....

Nomination Petitions for the position of Student
Representative a to the Board of Trustees and
Public Information must be submitted by Friday,
Nov. 8, at 5:00 p.m.. to Roberts Desk. Candidates
are free to use Echo space to give their views and
opinions.
A study task force to study the role of fraternities at Colby is being formed. Contact Mike
Boyson.
Junior year abroad in England. \representative of
St. Clare's Hall, Oxford , will be on the Colby Campus
on Novem ber 14. Students interested in m eeting with
Prof. Saville should contact Prof. Longstaff of the
Dept. of Philosophy & Religion , Lovejoy 409F.

(Dear Ann is an irregular column written for
the Echo by Miss Ann Slanders, a retired
buffalo hunter presently living inside an unfurnished refrigerator high atop Runnals Hill.
Unsolicited letters to Miss Slanders are welcomed and should be addressed to Ann Slanders,
c/o Echo, Runnals).

Dear Ann,
My husband is a heavy drinker and I
fear it is ruining our m arriage. I know, same
old story, you're saying.
Not quite.
He's never touched a drop of alcohol
in his life. Yet somehow he has' developed an
uncontrollable thirst for fizzles. Fizzies
rule his life - he drinks glass after glass of them
as soon as he gets up in the morning straight
through until he goes to bed at night.
He loves to drop them into a glass of
water and see the bubbles rise to the top you should hear him cackling in laughter
downstairs, right now. He's lost his job because
of them — now he spends his days on the street
begging for dimes and quarters ,
then uses them to by more of them down at
the supermarket. He comes home soaked to
the gills, hiccupping, and heads straight for
the kitchen cupboard for more.

Student Association Information

This never would have happened if
we hadn't gone for the Big Deal on "Let's
Make a Deal" and chosen the wrong door.
Behind it was a five-year's supply of the stupid
little things - and although he'd never touched
them before it wasn 't long before he was vowing
to use up the whole supply in a week.
He did it in four days.
When he's had too much he loves
to take a little Alka-Seltzer because it fizzes
up just the same. Some days he invites all the
neighborhood kid s in and they have a fizzle
party. All of them call him "M r. Bubbles"
behind his back , and they're starting
to call m e " Fizzie Lizzie."
Can you recommend some way to
solve our problem *!

BREFNEWS
November 8 - 12:30 p. m. - Given
Noonday Recital: Brahm s Lieder, Spanish Folksongs
Paige Tyson, Soprano
Paul Either, Tenor
John Mulcahy, Accompianist

Mrs. Bubbles
Dear M rs. Bubbles:
My my, your marriage does seem to be
fizzling doesn 't it? Never having had a fizzie
myself, I went out to the store just now and
bought a couple . Personally I don 't see how
those childish little tablets can

w ^^^^^^^^^^

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard G. Saulter of
Waterville have been named to head the Colby
College Parents Association for 1975. Their
son, Leonard, Jr., is a sophom ore at the college.
Begun in 1954, the Parents Association was
form ed to develop a closer relationship
between the college and parents of students.
The group has played a major role in
the development of several new Colby programs,
including the annual Fund for Continuing
Achievement. During the past 12 years, Colby
parents have contributed m ore than a m illion
dollars in gifts to the fund.
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COLBY SPECIALS
Si-re 1932

Colby Seeks to Share CBB title
In Game with Bates Saturday
Following a disappointing Homecoming day loss
Bowdoin
27-6 the Mulesrebounded with a stro ng
to
against
powerful Hobart.
showing
Hobart struck first when Rich K owalski scored
from seven yards out at the end of the first quarter ,
7-0.
Hayes' toss to senior wide reciever Mike Fletcher
was complete andFletcher ,forced to make a diving
catch put Colby on board. Freshm an Plonaritis
booted the extra point and evened the score 7-7.
Hobart struck again, however, ju st before the
half. A 50 yardpass put Hobart on Colby 's eight
yard line and fullback Hanly ran it in for the touchdown. Colby went to the locker in the low end of
a 14-7 score.

THE LATEST FAD:

CARPET YOUR DOOR! !

In the second half Colby held Hobart until the
fourt h quarter when Hobart' s Hanly again went in
for the final score, Hobart 21, Colby 7.
C olby 's G orniewicz had 79 yards in 24 carries
and has now carried for 4,030 yards in his Colby
carreer.
Most im portant however is Saturday 's gam e with
Bates. It will be the last for Gorniewicz , Mayo,
Fletcher, and Ouelette. It will also be an opportunity for Colby to earn a share of the CBB (Colby,
Bates, Bowdoin) title. Bates topple d Bowdoin 18-7
and if Colby can top Bates each team will emerge
with a 1-1 record.
A win Saturday would be great and support at
Bates could help the cause. Try and be there.

McNamara
Nets
Title
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RUGGED RUGBY SHIRTS
Rock Climbing & Back packing Equipment

SKIS, BOOTS, DOWN CLOTHING
MAINE'S MOST COMPLETE SPORTS SHOP

VALL EY SPORTS

CARPET AND
SHOPPE

RUG

KENNEDY DR., WATERVILLE
—COME IN AND SEE OUR DOORS—

Tuesday, November 21
8:00 P.M.

RUNNALS UNION

The 1974 Worn en's Tennis season drew to a close
this past weekend with the Maine State Intercollegiate
Tournament held at the Hamp den Indoor Tennis Club
in Ham pden , Me. Traditionally, CoJby has swept this
tourney with little competition , but as a .noted personality once '.said , "We're not getting any worse , th ey 're
just getting better. " Although the team trophy went
to Bowdoin this year , Colby made an excellent showing as Janet M cManama captured the singles title .
Playing as a team for the first tim e, Karen Huebsch
and Bev Vayhinger beat UMPI 6-2. 6-4, but ran up
against a tough duo from Bowdoin in the semi-finals,
losing 6-3, 7-6. Bowdoin went on to win the doubles
final handily, as Colby was their only true opposition ,
In singles play, Carolyn Frazier lost in the first
round to Beth Gerkin , Bowdoin 's number one player,
6-0, 6-0. Janet McManam a started her winning ways
by creamin g Pam Wansker from Bates, 6-0, 6-1. Her
next opponent , Laura Lorenz from Bowdoin offered
a little more challenge as Janet cam e from behind
to win 3-6, 6-3, 6-2. In the finals, Sue Staples from
Orono fell 7-6 , 5-7 , 6-2.
The team wishes Mrs. Either speedy recovery
and we apologize if it was our record that made you
get so sick. We hope you bounce back soon.
^ lllllllllllllllllllll
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Sponsored by Colby Student Assoc.

WATERVILLE TRAVEL
Advises you to make holida y reserva tions NOW thr u campus rep.

STEVE TAIT X360

Most flights are heavily booked. Also inquire about spring vacation trips to Jamaica & Bermuda.

LAST DAY FOR RESERVATIONS
Dec. 15t h
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MAINE'S FINEST

&W**C

Webber St ead House sJmjg
% Sea
Food r-f %
T.I
Coehttili

• . 207/4539011
3 Min, north of downtown Wmrvillt on Rti, 201-11 100
*
0|pen 7i00 a.m. to 10 p.m.; weekend! to 11 p.m.
Quality Food; Good Service, Low Prices, and
just ihe right ami of atmosphere at:
(Ma ine's Pineal Little Steak Home)

